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Introduction to psychometric assessments
utilized in clinical, organizational settings, and
career guidance.

Observing the administration of psychometric
assessments, interviews, feedback sessions,
and report writing for candidates involved in
recruitment or promotion in the marine
industry.

Observing clinical intake, participating in
discussions on treatment plans, and engaging
in case discussions.

Orientation to Psychological First Aid and
barefoot counseling followed by practical
sessions through mock counseling.

About the Program

Involvement in or discussions on cases
related to career guidance.

Training on psychometric report writing
for organizations, along with article or
book review writing.

Assistance in various tasks such as
creating posters, developing PowerPoint
presentations, and report writing.

The program includes...



Benefits

Eligibility

Schedule

Fee Details

Students who have completed minimum 2nd
year in B.A/B.Sc. Psychology.

For students of M.A/M.Sc. Psychology
(Regular/Distance), an UG degree in
Psychology is required.

Selection will be based on interview

Access to scientific journals, articles, and books on Psychology

Oppurtunity to participate in various programs organized by Element H

Discussions and orientation classes by professionals

Exposure to application of theories in to real-life 

Monday to Friday - 10 AM to 4 PM

Occasional recommendation to stay back
post 4 PM for observing clinical intake.

For 1 Month or 120 hours of internship, ₹5,900 (inclusive of GST)

For group registration (a group of 5 & above), a 10% discount will be

applied

For students from International Universities, , 10,000+GST)



At Element H, I was given the opportunity
to explore the theoretical and practical
intricacies of the world of psychology

with the helpful guidance and insights of
seasoned professionals in the field. It was
truly an enriching experience as a student

of psychology.

Element H's internship was a total game-changer. For a
person like me who is very new to being in a work space it
was an eye opener. The coordinators were so organised

and welcoming, they were always ready to spill the
knowledge tea and were open to answer our questions.
Keerthi ma'am and Sandhya ma'am were the brainiac

dream team. The discussions on clinical, organisation and
counseling psychology were enriching. Those

recommended books? Pure magic that turned me into a
bookworm!

-Aparna Manu (Ashoka University, Delhi)

-Hamna (WCC, Chennai)

My internship at Element H was enlightening and filled with
valuable learning experiences. The highlight was gaining insights

into both organizational and clinical psychology. The team is
warm and supportive, aiding in maximizing learning from various
clinic experiences. Element H organizes numerous mental health
events and workshops which are great experiences as you also

get to network with professionals in and outside the field,
exchange ideas, and deepen your understanding of current

trends in mental health.

-Nidharshana (University of Groningen, Netherlands) 

Testimonials


